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Scientific activities take place within the structured sets of ideas and assumptions that define a field and its practices. The conceptual framework of
evolutionary biology emerged with the Modern Synthesis in the early twentieth
century and has since expanded into a highly successful research program to
explore the processes of diversification and adaptation. Nonetheless, the ability
of that framework satisfactorily to accommodate the rapid advances in developmental biology, genomics and ecology has been questioned. We review some of
these arguments, focusing on literatures (evo-devo, developmental plasticity,
inclusive inheritance and niche construction) whose implications for evolution
can be interpreted in two ways—one that preserves the internal structure of
contemporary evolutionary theory and one that points towards an alternative
conceptual framework. The latter, which we label the ‘extended evolutionary
synthesis’ (EES), retains the fundaments of evolutionary theory, but differs in
its emphasis on the role of constructive processes in development and evolution,
and reciprocal portrayals of causation. In the EES, developmental processes,
operating through developmental bias, inclusive inheritance and niche construction, share responsibility for the direction and rate of evolution, the
origin of character variation and organism–environment complementarity.
We spell out the structure, core assumptions and novel predictions of the
EES, and show how it can be deployed to stimulate and advance research in
those fields that study or use evolutionary biology.

1. Introduction
To make progress, scientists must specify phenomena that require explanation,
identify causes and decide on what methods, data and analyses are explanatorily
sufficient. In doing so, they may inadvertently create a ‘conceptual framework’—
a way of thinking for their field, with associated assumptions, concepts, rules
and practice, that allows them to get on with their work [1–3]. Conceptual frameworks are necessary in science, but they, and their associated practices, inevitably
encourage some lines of research more readily than others. Hence, it is vital that
the conceptual frameworks themselves evolve in response to new data, theories
and methodologies. This is not always straightforward, as habits of thought
and practice are often deeply entrenched. In this regard, alternative conceptual frameworks can be valuable because they draw attention to constructive

Why these four topics?
Focus on:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Developmental bias
Developmental plasticity
Extra-genetic inheritance
Niche construction

not because “more important” or “neglected” but because
a) they divide opinion, with ‘established’ and ‘alternative’
interpretations of literatures,
b) the ‘alternative’ readings show collective coherence,
implying a different causal structure for evolution.

Common themes
In all four literatures some, but not all, researchers are
emphasizing that:
(i) Developmental processes play evolutionary roles
(ii) Development is constructive
(iii) Biological causation is reciprocal
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Extra-genetic Inheritance
(1) Germ-line transmission

(3) Soma-to-soma transmission

Genetic inheritance
(e.g. eye colour in
humans)

Transfer of symbionts (bacteria,
archaea, protists, fungi, viruses)
(e.g. Wolbachia are required for egg
maturation in Asobara wasps)

Structural inheritance
(components of cell act as
template in single-cell
eukaryotes) (e.g. prion
transmission in yeast)

Transfer of hormones,
nutrients, antibodies
(e.g. transfer of antibodies
in egg yolk by kittiwakes)

Epigenetic inheritance I
(chromatin marking, small
RNA transfer) (e.g. fruit size,
flowering time in Arabidopsis)

Transfer of prions in multicellular
organisms)
(e.g. disease transmission through
ingestion of faeces in deer)
Epigenetic Inheritance II
(behaviorally mediated)
(e.g. inheritance of maternal care in
rats)

(2) Soma-to-germ-line transmission
Somatic effects on
gametogenesis, germ cell
apoptosis)
(e.g. uptake of protein from
plasma by chicken oocytes )
Transfer of organelles and RNAs
(e.g. transmission of small RNAs
in plants and nematodes)

(4) Soma-to-environment-to-soma
Ecological inheritance
(transfer of environment
created by parent)
(e.g. ecological legacy of dam,
lake and community by
beavers)

‘Cultural’ inheritance
(e.g. chimpanzee tool-using
traditions)

A bewildering array of developmental processes are now known to
contribute to inheritance.
Figure based on Badyaev & Uller (2009), Jablonka & Raz (2009), Bonduriansky & Day 2018

Niche construction

The exploitive system

Biological evolution…is carried out by a mechanism which involves four major factors: a
genetic system, an epigenetic system, an exploitive system, and a system of natural
selection pressures.
Waddington, 1959, Evolutionary Systems – Animal and Human. Nature

The exploitive system

Animals … are usually surrounded by a much wider range of environmental conditions
than they are willing to inhabit. They live in a highly heterogeneous ‘ambience’, from
which they themselves select the particular habitat in which their life will be passed.
Thus the animal by its behaviour contributes in a most important way to determining
the nature and intensity of the selective pressures which will be exerted on it.

Waddington, 1959, Evolutionary Systems – Animal and Human. Nature

“The organism influences its own evolution, by being both
the object of natural selection and the creator of the
conditions of that selection.”
Richard Lewontin (Levins & Lewontin 1985)

“Adaptation is always asymmetrical; organisms adapt to
their environment, never vice versa.”
George Williams (1992)

John Odling-Smee

Marc Feldman

Niche Construction: The process whereby organisms, through their metabolism,
their activities, and their choices, modify their own and/or each other’s niches.
Odling-Smee et al. (2003)

We propose the following criteria to test for the presence of
niche construction (Criteria 1 and 2) and determine when niche
construction affects evolution (Criterion 3):
1) An organism (i.e., a candidate niche constructor) must significantly modify
environmental conditions.
2) The organism-mediated environmental modifications must influence
selection pressures on a recipient of niche construction.
3) There must be a detectable evolutionary response in a recipient of niche
construction that is caused by the environmental modification of the niche
constructor.

Matthews et al. 2014 Ecological Monographs

Constructing a mini oasis

Self-irrigating plants, like the desert rhubarb (Rheum palaestinum) modify their
environment to remove desiccation stress (Lev-Yadun et al., 2009).

Ecological inheritance

Beaver “activities … modify nutrient cycling and decomposition
dynamics, modify the structure and dynamics of the riparian
zone, influence the character of water and materials transported
downstream, and ultimately influence plant and community
composition and diversity”
(Naiman et al., 1988).

Niche construction drives social dependence in hermit crabs
Current Biology Vol 22 No 20
R862

than hermit-derived shells (t-test:
t = 15.41; df = 29.50; p < 0.0001),
and hermits appeared unable
to fit inside the former because
their abdomens were significantly
larger than the entrances (t-test:
t = 11.01; df = 33.07; p < 0.0001;
Figure 1D). Even when hermits
squeezed partway into entrances to
gastropod-derived shells, the volume
of these shells provided only half
the space of hermit-derived shells
(t-test: t = 5.85; df = 33.63; p < 0.0001;
Supplemental information), so crabs
still protruded severely, with much of
their vulnerable abdomen exposed
(Figure 1B). Consequently, hermits
allocated to gastropod-derived
versus hermit-derived shells showed
starkly lower survival (Fisher’s
exact test: p < 0.0001; Figure 1E),
with none living even 24 h due
to attack by ants (Supplemental
information), mammal predation [5],
and desiccation.
Remodeled shells constitute an
ecological inheritance [1,2] that
is reused by many successive
hermits [3]. Unlike aquatic hermits
though, which target sites of
gastropod predation to acquire
shells directly from gastropods [6],
terrestrial hermits — particularly
once they reach adult size —
cannot readily use such shells:
only remodeled shells derived
from fellow conspecifics provide
suitable homes for adult terrestrial
hermits, thus dictating social
dependence among unrelated [7]
conspecifics. The virtual absence
of unoccupied remodeled shells in

Coenobita compressus

Figure 1. Niche construction and its consequences in terrestrial hermit crabs.
(A) Empty gastropod- vs. hermit-derived shell (left and right, respectively). Red arrows show
opening diameter. (B) Poor fit of hermit inside gastropod-derived shell. (C) Precise fit of hermit
inside hermit-derived shell. (D) Opening diameter (mean ± se) of gastropod- vs. hermit-derived
shells, relative to diameter of hermit abdomens. (E) Percent survival after 24 h for hermits
allocated to gastropod- vs. hermit-derived shells.

Laidre ME 2012. Current Biology 22(20): 861-3

Developmental niche construction in dung beetles
1356 D. B. Schwab et al.

Letter

Onthophagus spp.

Both maternal and larval niche construction strongly influence
larval growth, fitness, sexual dimorphism and microbiome
efficiency.

Figure 1 Developmental and fitness consequences of the experimental removal of larval niche construction (NC) behaviors. (a) Under NC[+] conditions,
Onthophagus taurus and O. gazella, but not O. sagittarius, exhibited higher peak larval masses and adult body sizes relative to NC[!] individuals. There
was no effect of treatment on time to pupation for any species. (b) Adult female O. gazella reared as larvae under NC[+] conditions produce more and
larger brood balls relative to NC[!] individuals. Responses of NC[+] and NC[!] individuals are shown in dark grey and white boxes respectively. Asterisks
indicate statistical significance (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001). Scatterplots include solid line of best fit for the NC[+] treatment and dotted lines for
the NC[!] treatment.

Schwab et al. 2016 Am Nat; Schwab et al., 2017 Ecology Letters

Contemporary theory that captures aspects of
niche construction:
(i) Ecological and demographic models (e.g. resource depletion)
(ii) Frequency- and density-dependent selection
(iii) Habitat selection
(iv) Co-evolution
(v) Maternal inheritance and maternal effects
(vi) Epistasis and indirect genetic effects
(vii) Gene-culture co-evolution
(viii) Adaptive dynamics
(ix) Sexual selection
(x) Other approaches (e.g. the extended phenotype)
Reviewed in Odling-Smee, Laland & Feldman (2003)

“Where NCT diverges from other frameworks … is in its explicit emphasis on
environment-modifying abilities as sources of individual phenotypic variation, as
an alternative route to adaptation and as an avenue for non-genetic inheritance in
cases in which modified environments are passed on to subsequent generations”
Schwab, Casasa & Moczek (2017)

Modeling Niche Construction
Timelags in response to selection resulting from ecological inheritance

n=1
n=10
n=25
n=50
n=100

Laland KN et al. (1999) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 96(18): 10242-7

Odling-Smee et al (2013) Quarterly Review Biology
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Opinion

Rethinking heredity, again
R. Bonduriansky
Evolution and Ecology Research Centre and School of Biological, Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of New South
Wales, Sydney, NSW, Australia

The refutation of ‘soft’ inheritance and establishment of
Mendelian genetics as the exclusive model of heredity is
widely portrayed as an iconic success story of scientific
progress. Yet, we are witnessing a re-emergence of
debate on the role of soft inheritance in heredity and
evolution. I argue that this reversal reflects not only the
weight of new evidence but also an important conceptual change. I show that the concept of soft inheritance
rejected by 20th-century genetics differs fundamentally
from the current concept of ‘nongenetic inheritance’.
Moreover, whereas it has long been assumed that heredity is mediated by a single, universal mechanism, a
pluralistic model of heredity is now emerging, based on
a recognition of multiple, parallel mechanisms of inheritance.
A scientific revolution undone?
A fundamental assumption of classical Mendelian genetics
and the evolutionary Modern Synthesis is that heredity is
‘hard’ – that is, mediated by the transmission of gene
alleles that are impervious to environmental influence.
By the standard historical narrative, the exclusive validity
of the Mendelian model of heredity was established
through the culmination of a lengthy scientific debate
[1–3]. According to Mayr’s authoritative history [3], the
possibility of ‘soft’ or ‘Lamarckian’ inheritance, whereby
traits acquired during an individual’s lifetime could be
passed on to its offspring, had been firmly refuted by the
1930s, and the discovery of the structure of DNA in 1953
was its ‘death knell’. This narrative is repeated in most
contemporary evolutionary biology textbooks (Box 1). The
triumph of hard, Mendelian heredity has all the hallmarks
of a scientific revolution [4].
However, the empirical evidence now points to the
existence of a variety of inheritance mechanisms (collectively called ‘nongenetic inheritance’) that operate alongside Mendelian inheritance and allow for the inheritance of
acquired traits (see Glossary), and a number of authors are
calling for the Mendelian model of heredity to be extended
to incorporate these phenomena [5–10]. How can the current challenge to the established model of heredity be

Although the empirical evidence was equivocal [1,2,11],
soft inheritance was rejected by influential geneticists as a
corollary of a new, narrowed concept of heredity that
emerged by the second decade of the 20th century – a
concept that is now being challenged on both conceptual
and empirical grounds [6]. This conceptual shift means
that the conventional narrative of the inheritance debate is
a misleading guide to current developments in the study of
heredity. I sketch out the nature of the emerging ‘pluralistic’ model of heredity [7–10,12], which recognizes the
diversity of inheritance mechanisms.

Glossary
Acquired trait: a phenotypic character (trait) induced by the environment or
arising spontaneously during an individual’s lifetime.
Behavioral/cultural inheritance: the transmission from parents to offspring of
variation in behavior or culture via imitation or learning by offspring (and, in
some cases, teaching by parents).
Biased mutation: mutation that is non-random in that particular environmental
factors tend to induce particular changes in the DNA sequence.
Environmental inheritance: the transmission from parents to offspring of
variation in the ambient environment, such as a tendency to encounter
particular chemicals or micro-organisms, or a tendency to develop at a
particular range of temperatures.
Genetic encoding: the term used here to denote a hypothesized process
whereby an acquired trait is ‘encoded’ in the germ-line DNA sequence, thereby
giving rise to a new, transmissible gene allele. The term ‘somatic induction’ is
sometimes used to denote a similar process.
Hard heredity: a model of heredity based on the transmission from parents to
offspring, at conception, of a set of factors whose nature is unaffected by the
environment or phenotype of the parents.
Heredity: the tendency for offspring to be influenced by and to resemble their
parents and for biological characters (traits) to ‘run in families’. Heredity is
mediated by one or more mechanisms of inheritance.
Inheritance: the process or mechanism mediating the passing of influences
and characters (traits) from parents to offspring (i.e. heredity).
Mendelian/genetic inheritance: the transmission from parents to offspring, at
conception, of factors (gene alleles) that are not subject to modification by the
parental environment or soma, and that segregate in accordance with the
Mendelian model.
Niche construction: the process whereby organisms modify their environment
and thus alter patterns of natural selection (i.e. the ecological niche) – a
feedback process between organisms and their environment that can influence
evolution.
Nongenetic inheritance: inheritance mediated by the transmission to offspring
of elements of the parental phenotype or environment, such as glandular
secretions, nutrients, components of the gametes, epigenetic marks, or

Figure 2 | Main vectors of transmission for the various forms of information
inheritance. Vertical arrows represent lineages, and horizontal and oblique arrows

The niche construction literature

Why do we think niche construction is an evolutionary
process?
Niche construction must be orderly and
directed, since random niche construction
would not support life (Schrodinger, 1944).
Niche construction generates
environmental states that are coherent and
integrated with the organism’s phenotype
and its needs, and adaptive for the
constructor, or its descendants.
Niche construction is an externally
expressed developmental bias.

Do developmental bias, plasticity, extra-genetic inheritance
and niche construction matter to human evolution?

Extra-genetic inheritance
Culture frequently takes populations to new equilibria, affects
dynamics, and influences how fitness is conceived and measured.
Niche construction
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Laland et al. (1999); B. Boyd & Richerson (1985); C. Mead et al. (2009); D. Fogarty (2012)

Plasticity first evolution
Comparative phylogenetic studies, ancient DNA, genotyping and
archaeological data leave no doubt that dairy farming came first, and
subsequently generated selection favoring adult lactose absorption.

The co-evolution of dairyfarming and lactose absorption in humans
(Ulijaszek & Strickland, 1993; Holden & Mace, 1997; Burger et al., 2007; Gerbault et al 2011)

Niche construction

The cultural niche-constructing practice of yam cultivation created
an agricultural niche rife with malaria, which drove the selection of
the sickle-cell allele in West African populations.
(Durham 1990; O’Brien & Laland, 2012)

Developmental Bias
Much of the variation in mammalian brain component size can be
understood as aligned along a single dimension predicted by brain
size, channeled by conserved features of neurogenesis.
In primates, variation in diverse measures of behavioral flexibility and
cognitive performance are aligned along a single dimension (i.e.
general intelligence) predicted by brain size.

(Finlay & Darlington, 1995; Reader & Laland, 2002; Reader et al 2011; Street et al 2017)

Do these processes operate outside of humans?

Culture is driving speciation and coevolution
Orca clans with different socially learned feeding
habits have evolved morphological specializations

Reed warblers learn to recognize cuckoo parasites through
attending to neighbours’ mobbing, which selects for a
cuckoo plumage polymorphisms that thwart host detection.

Even short-lived traditions can affect evolutionary
dynamics
A"

A"

Mate choice copying in insects, birds and
fishes influences sexual selection

B"

B"

D"

C"

C"

D"

Whitehead & Rendell 2015; Thorogood & Davies 2012; Gibson et al 1991; Kirkpatrick & Dugatkin 1994.

Novel adaptive variation
Unlike random mutations, learned innovations
are typically functional and adaptive…

Copying is directed and strategic
…whilst adaptive learned information is far more likely to
spread than maladaptive information. For instance,
redwing blackbirds produce disgust displays on
consuming toxins which leads to reduced copying.

Reader & Laland (2003) Animal Innovation. OUP; Mason, 1988; Galef 1996; Laland 2004;
Hoppitt & Laland (2013) Social Learning. An introduction to Mechanism, Methods & Models.

Learning (and other forms of plasticity)
1564
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In multi-peaked fitness landscapes, learning increases fitness,
accelerates evolutionary rates, reduces time to reach global optima.
Stochastic learning performs better than deterministic learning, and
even random phenotypic variation is beneficial.
Implication for plasticity-first evolution.

Borenstein et al. 2006 J. Evol. Biol.

Why do we disagree?
Researchers differ in how significant they regard developmental bias,
developmental plasticity, extra-genetic inheritance and niche
construction to be to evolution because…
1. … of how we conceptualise development
2. ...of how we think about causality

Laland et al. 2015; Uller & Helantera 2017

The Explanatory Gap

Explanatory
Gap
Ancestral
selection

Determinate
gene effects

Realized impacts of
organisms on
environments

From the outset (Lewontin 1982, 1983, 2000), the niche construction
perspective has always emphasized a view of developmental
processes as open and constructive, and … rejected the idea that
organisms and their activities are fully specified by genetic programs.

The Explanatory Gap

Ancestral
selection

Determinate
gene effects

[

Developmental
processes

]

Realized impacts of
organisms on
environments

From the outset (Lewontin 1982, 1983, 2000), the niche construction
perspective has always emphasized a view of developmental
processes as open and constructive, and … rejected the idea that
organisms and their activities are fully specified by genetic programs.
Niche construction theory seeks to plug the explanatory gap by
treating niche construction as an evolutionary process.

Programmed development

Constructive development

Animal central-place foraging
Microtubule assembly
Vertebrate immune system
Animal learning
The nervous system
The vascular system
The tracheal system
Gerhart & Kirschner, 1997 Cells, Embryos and Evolution

Randomness of exploration

Exploratory processes:

Are Evolutionary Processes are Causality Independent
or Causally Intertwined?

Worms develop in
self-constructed
environments

Selective
environments
constructed by
worms

Phenotypic
variation

Differential
fitness
Inheritance

Worm-modified
environments inherited

Walsh 2015; Uller & Helantera 2017

Conclusions
1. Research over the last three decades has established that niche construction
is ubiquitous in nature, and that it has important ecological and evolutionary
consequences. Controversy nonetheless remains regarding whether niche
construction should be recognized as an evolutionary process.
2. Recent research into human evolution suggests that extra-genetic
inheritance, developmental bias, plasticity and niche construction may have
been of central importance. Similar processes operate in other taxa.
3. Disagreements over the evolutionary significance of extra-genetic
inheritance, developmental bias, plasticity and niche construction may in
part reflect differing views of development and causation.

Why do we disagree?

Two views of development
a. Programmed development
Environment

Environment
Programmed

GENERATION 2

Programmed

GENERATION 1

Organism

Organism

Cell

Cell
Heredity

b. Constructive development
Environment

Environment

Organism
Cell

Constructed

GENERATION 2

Constructed

GENERATION 1

Organism

Heredity

Cell

Learning the ecological niche

Slagsvold & Weibe (2007, 2011)

A traditional interpretation

An alternative interpretation

Bias in the generation of phenotypic
variation treated as phylogenetic or
developmental constraints.

Bias in the generation of phenotypic
variation considered an evolutionary
cause or process.

Recognized in evolutionary analyses e.g.
components of optimality models, G
matrix in quantitative genetics.

Recognized as a major source of
evolvability, crucial to understanding
evolutionary diversification.

Explains absence of evolution or of
adaptation.

Explains existence of evolution and
of adaptation and accounts for
patterns of taxonomic diversity.

A traditional interpretation

An alternative interpretation

Developmental plasticity conceptualized
as a genetically specified feature of
individuals (e.g. a reaction norm).

Many plastic responses viewed as
reliant on open-ended (e.g.
exploratory) developmental processes.

Primary role for plasticity is to adjust
phenotypes to environment.

Plasticity initiates evolutionary
responses, and enhances evolvability.

Plastic responses regarded as pre-filtered
by past selection, hence not a source of
phenotypic novelty.

Plastic responses capable of
introducing phenotypic novelty, which
can then be stabilized by selection.
Plasticity is a major source of
developmental bias.

A traditional interpretation

An alternative interpretation

Transmission genetics considered
explanatorily sufficient for the evolution
of adaptations.

Heredity defined to include all causal
mechanisms by which offspring come
to resemble their parents.

Extra-genetic inheritance treated as a
special case (e.g. cultural inheritance),
unstable or under genetic control (e.g.
epigenetic inheritance).

Phenotypes are not (solely) inherited,
they are part reconstructed in
development.

A traditional interpretation

An alternative interpretation

Aspects of niche construction studied
under different labels (e.g. extended
phenotype).

Views evolutionary causation as
reciprocal (e.g. organism-environment
co-evolution).

Niche construction typically reduced to
genetically controlled aspects of
phenotypes, or adaptations.

Niche construction may also result
from acquired characters, byproducts,
and output of multiple species.

Niche construction treated as a product
of evolution, but not an evolutionary
process.

Niche construction treated as a
process that directs evolution through
nonrandom modification of
environments.

Socially learned migration routes in birds

Among migrating whooping cranes more experienced birds transmit route knowledge to
less experienced individuals.
Mueller et al., 2013 Science

Socially learned fears

Rhesus monkeys can be conditioned to acquire a fear of real and toy snakes (but not
flowers) through observing fearful conspecifics. But…

Stephenson 1967; Cook et al., 1987; Mineka et al., 1988

Socially learned fears

Rhesus monkeys can be conditioned to acquire a fear of real and toy snakes (but not
flowers) through observing fearful conspecifics. But they can be socially conditioned to
fear kitchen utensils.

Stephenson 1967; Cook et al., 1987; Mineka et al., 1988

Socially learned fears

Blackbirds learn to recognize predators through social transmission (mobbing
behaviour) but can also be conditioned to acquire a fear of arbitrary objects, such
as plastic bottles.

Vieth et al., 1980; Curio, 1988

Niche Construction

Beaver’s Dam

The extended phenotype perspective
Causation is primarily linear.

Et

Natural selection

Gene Development
pool

Time

Genetic inheritance

t

Population of phenotypes

t+1

Et+1

Natural selection

Population of phenotypes

Gene Development
pool

“These activities … modify nutrient cycling and decomposition
dynamics, modify the structure and dynamics of the riparian
zone, influence the character of water and materials transported
downstream, and ultimately influence plant and community
composition and diversity”
(Naiman et al., 1988).

The niche-construction perspective
Population of phenotypes
modified

Et

Natural selection
Niche construction

modified

t+1

Et+1

Gene Development
pool
Genetic inheritance

Time

Ecological inheritance

t

Natural selection
Niche construction

Population of phenotypes

Gene Development
pool

Widely recognized evolutionary processes

Processes that
modify gene
frequencies

Mutation
Selection

Phenotypic
evolution

Drift
Gene flow

Laland KN et al., 2014. Nature; Laland et al., 2015 Proc. R. Soc. B

A broader conception of evolutionary causation

Processes that
bias selection

Developmental
bias
Niche
construction

Processes that
modify gene
frequencies

Mutation
Selection
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The structure of the EES

Genetic, epigenetic, ecological, cultural, and other inheritance
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"To synthesize, we need diverse perspectives and bridges between them."
(Arnold, 2014)

The EES potentially opens up some novel lines of inquiry:
•
•
•
•

Documenting the extent of developmental bias and niche construction.
Determining the role of plasticity in evolutionary innovation.
Incorporating constructive development into formal evolutionary models.
Documenting extent of constructive development.

Other findings take on new significance in the EES, for instance:
• Multi-level selection - selection can operate on all forms of heritable variation
• Genome evolution - horizontal gene transfer is part of broader suite of such phenomena
- genome change is an active cell-mediated physiological process fits
with the EES's treatment of plasticity.

‘There are causal arrows leading from genes
to body. But there is no causal arrow leading
from body to genes.’
Dawkins (1982)
Mike O’Brien

Crop planting causal graph
O’Brien M & Laland KN 2012 Current Anthropology 53: 434-70

‘There are causal arrows leading from genes
to body. But there is no causal arrow leading
from body to genes.’
Dawkins (1982)
Mike O’Brien

Crop planting causal graph
O’Brien M & Laland KN 2012 Current Anthropology 53: 434-70

“Laland … quotes me as saying

There are causal arrows leading from genes to body. But there is no causal
arrow leading from body to genes.
Laland, who disagrees, generously wants to absolve me from responsibility for this,
saying that he is quoting out of context. But I am happy to stand by it. ‘Cyclical
causation’ leaves me cold. … Attempts to argue for a reverse arrow recur through the
history of biology, and always fail except in unimportant special-pleading senses.”
Dawkins (2004)

EES-style thinking has already contributed constructively to several
research questions, including:
• How do complex novel traits originate?
• How does inclusive inheritance affect the evolutionary process?
• How do macroevolutionary patterns arise?

Darwin (1881) On the formation of vegetable mould through the action of worms

Earthworm niche construction
Enhanced plant yield
Less surface litter
More topsoil
More organic carbon, nitrogen
and polysaccharides
Enhanced porosity, aeration
and drainage
Increased invertebrate
abundance and diversity

Without earthworms

With earthworms

“Earthworms have no business living where they do, because they are physiologically
quite unsuited for terrestrial life”

From Turner (2000) The Extended Organism, Table 7.1.

Genes as followers
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We began with certain premises:
– that all fields of science and all scientists possess conceptual frameworks
– that pluralism in science at all levels is healthy
– nullius in verba
Could we come up with a conception of the EES that would do useful work and make a
constructive contribution to evolutionary biology

EES assumptions

Classical MS core assumptions
(i) Narrower view of causation. The major directing or
creative influence in evolution is natural selection, which
alone explains why the properties of organisms match the
properties of their environments (adaptation).

EES core assumptions
(i) Broader view of causation. Developmental processes
share with natural selection some responsibility for the
direction and rate of evolution and contribute to organismenvironment complementarity.

(ii) Genetic inheritance. Genes constitute the only general (ii) Inclusive inheritance. Inheritance extends beyond genes
inheritance system. Acquired characters are not inherited.
to include epigenetic, physiological, ecological and cultural
inheritance. Acquired characters play evolutionary roles.
(iii) Random genetic (and phenotypic) variation. There is no
relationship between the direction in which mutations occur
- and hence the supply of phenotypic variants - and the
direction that would lead to enhanced fitness.

(iii) Random genetic but (often) nonrandom phenotypic
variation. Developmental systems can facilitate wellintegrated, functional phenotypic responses to mutation or
environmental induction.

(iv) Gene-centred. Evolution requires, and is often defined
as, change in gene frequencies. Populations evolve through
changes in gene frequencies brought about through natural
selection, drift, mutation and gene flow.

(iv) Organism-centred. Evolution redefined as a
transgenerational change in the distribution of heritable
traits of a population. There is a broadened notion of
evolutionary process and inheritance.

Laland et al., 2015 Proc. R. Soc. B

EES Predictions
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EES assumptions and predictions
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Central arguments of Niche Construction Theory
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1.

Organisms commonly modify environments in non-trivial ways and
❌
thereby create or alter selection.

✔

2.

Niche construction can significantly modify evolutionary dynamics. ❌

✔

3.

Niche construction can support eco-evolutionary dynamics.

❌

✔

4.

Niche-constructed effects can persist beyond the lifetime of the
constructor (ecological inheritance), with important consequences.

❌

✔

5.

There are two logically distinct routes to organism-environment
complementarity, arising via selection or niche construction

❌

?

6.

Acquired characters can play an evolutionary role, by modifying
selection pressures through niche construction.

❌

✔

7.

Evolutionary causality often begins with niche construction (plasticity
❌
first).

?

8.

Organisms are active, purposive agents that co-direct (bias) the course
❌
of their evolution. Niche construction is an evolutionary process.

❌

Agency
Agency is the intrinsic capacity of individual living organisms to act
…in their world, and thereby to modify their experience of it,
including in ways that are neither predetermined, nor random.
Organisms are self-building, self-regulating, highly
integrated… and (crucially) “purposive” wholes which,
through wholly natural processes, exert a distinctive
influence and a degree of control over their own
activities, outputs and local environments. Indeed,
organisms must have these properties to be alive.
Niche construction must be orderly and directed, and constructed
environments must bear the signature of purposive agents.
(Schrodinger, 1944; Odling-Smee 1988; Odling-Smee et al., 2003)

An extensive niche construction literature

Empirical data

Odling-Smee et al (2003)
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